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BIODATAS
Tamara
Álvarez

Tamara Álvarez was born in Swansea, Wales – UK. Coming from a
multicultural family, she holds a Master in Linguistics at Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, a Diploma on EFL Assessment

Trinidad
Cáceres

I am a teacher of English graduated from Universidad Alberto Hurtado. I
have performed classes in different levels in schools throughout
Santiago, and I am currently a Preschool and Primary level teacher. I

at Indiana University and currently works as the Head of the

was an exchange student at Australian Catholic University in 2014 were I

English Teacher Training Program at Universidad Mayor. Due to

studied Drama, Australian Literature and Action Research. In 2015 I

her own personal background the areas of major interest are

researched about the use of Kamishibai in Storytelling to enhance

sociolinguistics, pragmatics and language acquisition where she

Literacy skills. I am currently studying the Diploma in Aesthetic Appre-

has always been keen on linking the knowledge with the

ciation of Children's and Youth Books at Universidad Católica de Chile

practical experience inside the school.

where I have done research on criterion for selection, and review of
contemporary Picture Books for Children and Youth.

Daniela
Avello
García

Daniela Avello holds a Bachelor’s degree in English language
teaching, a MA in Linguistics (USACH), and a MA in Applied Linguistics and Second Language Acquisition (University of Barcelona).

Renato
Cares

Teacher of English, Bachelor of Education, Minor in ESP (Universidad
Central de Chile), MA in TEFL (Universidad Metropolitana de Ciencias de
la Educación) and currently a PhD in Education student (FUNIBER,

Her research interests are in the fields of foreign language learning,

Universidad Internacional Iberoamericana, México). He is coordinator of

bilingualism and Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL).

Teaching Practicum processes in the programme of Pedagogía en

She has conducted two investigations in the Chilean context,

Lengua y Cultrua Inglesas (PLCI), in charge of supervising English

whose findings have contributed to the existing knowledge

trainee teachers as a tutor professor. He is also in charge of English

concerning young learners. The first one tested the effectiveness

methodology courses of the PLCI and Educación Parvularia programmes

and viability of a CLIL-based methodological proposal at a public

at the Faculty of Education, Universidad Central de Chile. He has plenty

school. The second one assessed bilingual learners in terms of

of experience working in A+A courses and in teacher training program-

accuracy in content knowledge retrieval through L1 and L2.

mes. His main research interests lie in the areas of second language
learning and acquisition.

Angelina
Isabel
Caceres

Translator English/Spanish Universidad de Playa Ancha, Valparaíso.
MA in TEFL Universidad Metropolitana de Ciencias de la Educación.
I worked for more than 10 years with preschoolers and elementary

Tom
Connelly

Tom is from the United Kingdom and has lived in Chile since the year
2000. He has worked as an EFL teacher, teacher trainer and project
manager in different EFL initiatives at school, institute, university and

education students (1998 – 2009) teaching English as a foreign

national levels (with the Ministry of Education). Prior to that, he worked

language. And since 2010, I have been working with university

for the British Council in Chile for 4 years, developing and managing

students, training English pedagogy students at different institu-

projects such as “Champion Teachers”, an innovative Exploratory Action

tions (Universidad Católica del Maule 2010-2013; Universidad de las

Research scheme for school teachers of English. He is currently the

Americas 2014-2017; Universidad Mayor since 2013 to present) in

Senior Academic Advisor for the Books & Bits Educational group and

different fields such as: English Language, Applied Grammar,

has been President of IATEFL Chile since 2012. He has an MA in Applied

Primary Didactics & Methodology, Assessment and Evaluation,

Linguistics & ELT from Surrey University in the UK and the International

Practicum Tutoring and Practicum Supervisions, Meeting the Needs

Diploma in Language Teaching Management from Cambridge University.

of all learners, Thesis Projects tutoring.

BIODATAS
Fiona
Copland

Fiona Copland is Professor of TESOL at the University of Stirling,
Scotland, where she is also the Associate Dean Research in the
Faculty of Social Sciences. Fiona has taught English in Nigeria,
Hong Kong and Japan and has worked in teacher education in
the UK for over twenty years. She has published widely

Susana
Nathalie
Godoy
Gavilán

I am a high school teacher who used to struggle teaching Young

Katherina
Gonzalez

In 2015, I graduated from the University of the Americas with a bache-

Learners. For this reason I decided to study an MA in TESOL to Young
Learners and also taking modules of Teacher Education. I would like to
help other teachers who are having a bad time in the classroom.

including, Linguistic ethnography: collecting, analysing and
presenting data (with Angela Creese), The Routledge handbook
of teaching English to young learners and Young Learner
Education (with Sue Garton), and Materials Development and
The Coursebook and Beyond (with Steve Mann).

Brenda
Delany

Maria
Laura
Garcia

Brenda Delany, a 23-year teaching veteran, is currently a middle
school teacher at Nido de Aguilas. She has taught internationally
and in the US as an English teacher and a gifted specialist to

lor’s in education majoring in English teaching. For 4 years, I have been
a preschool and elementary school English teacher in Rengo, Chile. I am

students aged 5-16. Brenda continuously looks for ways to make

head of the School’s English department, impart the English workshop,

her teaching engaging for students. As an English teacher, Brenda

dictate classes for young learners, and I am designer and administrator

uses the writing process and the traits of good writing to help

of the School’s English website. Currently, I obtained a master's degree

students build their writing skills deliberately and methodically. She

in education with a major in educational computing from the University

uses mini-lessons, picture books, and a sense of humor to teach

of Chile. My area of investigation interest is in techniques for EFL

writing.

teaching young learners, specifically in preschool.

Maria Laura Garcia is a graduate English teacher and holds a
postgraduate degree in English Language Teaching and New
Technologies in Education. She has specialized in storytelling, early
childhood education, educational research and virtual learning
environment. She is an Ed Tech Consultant in the Foreign Languages Unit at the Ministry of Education in Buenos Aires and has
written materials for the National Ministry of Education. She is a
lecturer in Materials Design and Learning Technologies and AJAL
materials review editor.

Nicole
González

I am a teacher of English graduated from Universidad de Concepcion.
I am interested in learning new languages, music, sports and teaching in
inclusive contexts, and do research about inclusive lessons in EFL
settings.

BIODATAS
Georgina
González
Toledo

I am a teacher of English graduated from Universidad de
Concepción, Chile. I have got working experience in the UK as a
Spanish language assistant at Lord Williams's School, Thame,
Oxfordshire, sponsored by the British Council. Currently

Joan
Kang
Shin

Joan Kang Shin, Ph.D. is an Associate Professor of Education at George Mason
University and the Academic Program Coordinator of the Teaching Culturally
& Linguistically Diverse & Exceptional Learners (TCLDEL) program. She
specializes in teaching ESL/EFL to young learners and teenagers and is a

teaching English through Art and Music at Colegio Nahuel,

co-author with Dr. JoAnn Crandall of Teaching Young Learners English: From

Paine, Región Metropolitana, I have had the opportunity to work

Theory to Practice published by National Geographic Learning. Dr. Shin is a

with kids and teenagers of different ages and levels. My main

Series Editor, with Dr. Crandall, for Our World, National Geographic Learning’s

area of interest and research is teaching English to young

program for young learners of English; Explore Our World, a light and lively

learners through a holistic point of view recognizing the

version of Our World; Welcome to Our World, a three-level preprimary series

contribution of other disciplines, such as Art, Music, History and

for very young learners of English; and Impact, a five-level series for teenage

Science.

learners of English. In 2016, Dr. Shin was named one of the 30 Up and Coming
Leaders of TESOL by TESOL International Association.

Angela
Sofia
Huanca
Barrantes

Angela Huanca holds a Bachelor´s Degree in Education from San
Agustin University. As U.S. Peru Alumni her pursuit for professional
development made her obtain two TESOL certificates: The SIT

Jamie
Keddie

Jamie Keddie started off with a degree in biochemistry from the
University of Aberdeen in Scotland. He then went on to study at Leeds
College of Music in Yorkshire, England. But he found his true passion as

TESOL in Costa Rica and the TESOL Enrichment Certificate from

an English teacher in Barcelona. Jamie is well-known for his work on

Georgetown University, a Specialization Program Certificate by the

image, video and story in language teaching and language learning. He

Arizona State University.

is the founder of Lessonstream.org, the well-known resource site for

She was part of the Champion Teachers Peru in 2017. Where

teachers. He is the author of Images (Oxford University Press, 2009),

currently she is a mentor in this program.

Bringing Online Video into the Classroom (Oxford University Press,

Her experience of nineteen years includes private, public schools

2014) and Videotelling: YouTube Stories for the Classroom (Lessons-

as well as Language and Binational centers. She is a tenured

tream Books, 2016). Jamie has shared his insight and ideas with

teacher in a public school where she is a pedagogical coordinator.

teachers and educators in over 40 different countries. But this will be
his very first time in Chile. He is really looking forward to meeting you!

María
Jesús
Inostroza
&
Esteban
Matus

María-Jesús Inostroza A. is a Chilean teacher of English, with a PhD in
English Language and Linguistics (University of Sheffield, UK), and with
research experience in primary English language teaching. Currently,

Nermine
Kotb

Nermine did her CELTA in 2012 and has been teaching at the British
Council Egypt since 2014. She did Trinity College TYLEC in 2016. She is
currently studying for The Cambridge DELTA. She has finished both

she is an Assistant Professor at the Universidad de Concepción, and a

module one and three with a specialisation in young learners. She holds

member of the Network of Chilean Researchers in ELT (RICELT).

a degree in English literature from Ain Shams University in Cairo. In

Esteban Matus is a Chilean teacher of English and a sign language

addition to teaching, she has started a career in teacher training. She

interpreter. Currently, he works at Colegio Biobio and AIEP institute as

completed the British Council Trainer Development course in 2017. Ever

part of the SEN academic staff.

since, she has been involved in teacher training at the British Council,
the AUC and Nahda University.

BIODATAS
Camila
Mardones
Alarcón

Leticia
Moraes

Mg. in Education funded by CONICYT (January 2019), Teacher of
EFL, Teacher of Teachers of the "RMM" network, TESOL certificate by The University of Queensland, Australia. Pedagogical
Excellence, 2016 (getting the highest one given by "AEP" )

Paulina
Olea
Vergara

Teacher of English and Senior Teacher at the early years centre "
Learning Time withShaun and Timmy" at the British Council Chile.
Experienced teacher in foreign language teaching to very young
learners (2 - 10 years old). Highly interested on the crucial role of play

My research interest is teaching EFL to young language

as the main tool for learning on children that have not developed their

learners, collaborative work and ICTs in education.

reading or writing skills yet.

Leticia Moraes has been involved in ELT for more than 15 years.
She is one of the Events Coordinators of the IATEFL YLT SIG and
senior consultant at Troika. In the last years she has been dealing

Karin
Olguín

I have a BA in English Language and Literature from Universidad de
Chile; a Teaching Degree from Universidad Alberto Hurtado. I have
worked in different teaching contexts, such as secondary school, at

especially with secondary learners, developing courses for and

companies training personnel, at university, at English institutes. My

training teachers to deal with learners this age. She has articles

areas of interest are TEFL, Vocabulary acquisition, Teaching Methodolo-

published in Brazil and abroad, as well as delivered talks and

gy. In addition, my area of research interest is Teaching methodologies

workshops in national and international conferences and online

as classroom management, considering intrinsic/extrinsic students’

events. Her experience also involves materials writing, and setting

motivation and the concept of Language Ego.

up and organizing training initiatives for teachers.

Carolina
Marisol
Moya
Espinoza

Carolina Moya, is a full-time Teacher of English at Colegio Concepcion,
Talca.Trained as an EFL teacher from Universidad Autónoma de Chile.
She also holds a Master in English didactics at Universidad Católica del
Maule. She has been involved in teaching very young learners and
young learners for six years. Her fields of study are EFL teaching
methods and the use of interactive games in EFL teaching.

Nykoll
Alejandra
Elizabeth
Pinilla
Portiño

Nykoll Pinilla Portiño holds a master’s degree in applied linguistics at
the University of Queensland – Australia. She obtained her undergraduate degree in English as Foreign Language Teaching at the Universidad
Católica de la Santísima Concepcion – Chile. Nykoll has been teaching
EFL at the primary school level for 5 years, and she is currently interested in studying the EFL national policies in Chile.
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Ariadna
Pinto

Teacher at the UdeC English online programme since 2016 and master
student at the same institution. I currently work teaching English using
CALL method (computer assisted language learning), combining
face-to-face classes with native English speakers and Chilean teachers

Melissa
(Mo)
Stenger

A special educator and administrator for 22 years, Melissa has taught
pre-school through high school in both the public and private educational systems. As an advocate for students with special educational
needs, Melissa strives to create an inclusive environment that celebra-

plus individual work in an online platform: English.udec.cl. These three

tes diversity. Melissa has participated in volunteer educational projects

modalities allow students to re-enforce the learning of English as a

in Ecuador, Peru and Chile; additionally, she has designed and delivered

foreign language. From my personal experience I can say that it has

professional development for teachers in the US, Laos, Thailand and

been extremely rewarding working with college students. In our

Chile. Melissa currently leads the high school learning support program

current times, it is very important to include technology in our

at Nido de Aguilas. Melissa holds a BS in Special Education, an M.Ed in

classrooms so we can engage our students in their own learning

Curriculum and Instruction, and an M.Ed in Educational Leadership.

process. Instant feedback plays a major role in that area since it allows
students to have a clear perspective on what their mistakes are.

Carolina
Santander
&
Nicole
Cáceres

Carolina Santander holds a Master’s degree in English Linguistics from
Universidad de Chile. Her areas of interest are English, and the development of assessment strategies. She has worked in different universities

Flor
Toledo

Flor Toledo-Sandoval works as an ESL teacher at Pontificia Universidad
Católica de Valparaiso. She holds an MA in Teaching of English to Speakers
of Other Languages (TESOL) from UCL Institute of Education, University

and English teaching institutions as program coordinator and English

College London. She started her career 8 years ago teaching English in

teacher. At present, she works at the Engineering School of Universidad

subsidized and private schools after graduating from Universidad Católica

de Chile and at Universidad Bernardo O´Higgins as a teacher trainer.

de Temuco. Some of her main research interests lie in the areas of second

Nicole Cáceres is a pre-service teacher from the English Teaching

language acquisition and teaching English to young learners.

Program at Universidad Bernardo O`Higgins. As a student, she has
worked as a teacher`s assistant for the English writing lecture and has
participated as a teacher in the university community linking programs
"The younger, the better" aimed at primary school and the "English for
all program" aimed at adult learners.

Brain
Tomlinson

Brian Tomlinson has worked as a teacher, teacher trainer, curriculum
developer, film extra, football coach and university academic in Indonesia,
Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Nigeria, Oman, Singapore, UK, Vanuatu and Zambia,
as well as giving presentations in over seventy countries. He is Founder

Catalina
Silva Ortiz

MA TESOL for YL de la Universidad de Leeds con cuatro años de
experiencia en aula.

and President of MATSDA (the international Materials Development
Association), an Honorary Visiting Professor at the University of Liverpool,
a Professor at the Shanghai International Studies University and a TESOL
Professor at Anaheim University. He has over one hundred publications on
materials development, language through literature, the teaching of
reading, language awareness and teacher development, including Applied
Linguistics and Materials Development, SLA Theory and Materials Development for Language Learning and The Complete Guide to the Theory and
Practice of Materials Development for Language Learning (with Hitomi
Masuhara). He is currently working with Hitomi Masuhara on SLA Applied:
Applying Second Language Acquisition Research to Language Learning for
Cambridge University Press.
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Claudia
Elda
Silvana
Vanini
Benvenuto

Claudia E.S. Vanini Benvenuto is a foreign language teacher . She
teaches English as well as Italian and Portuguese .She has a University Degree in Education held by San Marcos National University. At
the moment she’s working on her thesis to get a Master Degree in
Educational Psychology at Sedes Sapientiae Catholic University . She
has worked in different schools and universities . She is currently
working at San Martín de Porres University Language Center and at
Virgen de las Mercedes Language Center. She has also participated
as a presenter in different workshops in Peru and Ecuador.

Yasna
Angélica
Yilorm
Barrientos

Dr. Yasna Yilorm Barrientos is the English Language Didactics
professor and a Teaching Practicum supervisor of the English Major
at Universidad Austral de Chile. She holds a Master in Education,
TESOL concentration (USA, 2007) and a Doctorate in Pedagogical
Sciences (Cuba, 2016). She has written several articles on ELT. Her
research line deals with multisensory and playful didactic strategies
meant to develop students’ personality, especially in socially
vulnerable contexts. She is the author of the book: Let’s Go for
English in 100 Fun Ways (2015). She has been a plenary speaker in
several scientific events in Chile and abroad.
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